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The sixth International conference in “Soft Computing and Signal
Processing” was held in MRCET on 22 and 23 June 2018 which was
organized by department of CSE&IT. The Conference was a significant event,
bringing together 140 scholars from various countries in which the papers got
published in SPRINGER. The conference added glory to the institution by the
presence of eminent personalities like Dr.S.B.Gadgil, Scientist, Associate
Director of Research Centre Imarat (RCI), Mr.Aninda Bose, Senior Editor
(Hard sciences publishing) Springer Nature, Dr.Suresh Chandra Sathapathy,
Professor, KIIT, Dr.S.U.Upendra Sastry, Nodal Officer, Hindu Mahavidyalaya.
This conference gave a prestigious moment when the souvenir has lauched by
all the dignitaries on the dais.
D.V.S.K.Reddy, Principal , has welcomed chief guests ,heart touching authors
from national and international wide to the two days international conference
which sets a platform for the teaching community .He also said that, satisfying
the student community is a biggest challenge. So he conveyed that the faculty
should upgrade the teaching skills to upgrade with recent technology .He
expressed that students should be motivated by the content delivery of present
technology. He invited PhD scholars to enhance the skills and find out the
specialization needed for IEEE Papers. He also feels proud in association with
Springer.
D.Murali Krishna, Dean Academics appreciated all the departments for
conducting the three international conferences on various domains. He told
MRCET is a very good platform for research scholars to grab and share
knowledge. He also mentioned that JNTUH has provided permission for PhD in
ECE department for full time.
Dr.Sanjeeva Reddy, Director of ECE, Convener of Conference spoke about
all the dignitaries and told that 2018 is historical day because of first Springer
Inauguration which makes pride and joy to MRCET. He also elaborated
importance of International Conference on Soft Computing and Signal

Processing (ICSCSP), Emerging technologies in Mechanical Sciences (ICEMS)
and Strategies for Business Excellence Challenges and Opportunities (ICSBE )
organized by MBA. As a convener he overwhelmed by the response of authors
of various countries. He expressed his deep sense of gratitude to reputed
personalities for their support of this conference for timely suggestions and
encouragement. He made clear the objective of this international conference is to
bring common platform for research scholars where they express their views,
knowledge, dissemination of information and technology, to promote research is
the entity for quality of life. He expressed his gratitude to Dr. V.S.K. Reddy,
Principal, MRCET for the opportunity provided to faculty empowerment.
Dr.Sesha Tapla Sai, HOD of MECH, Organizing Secretary representing
ICEMS addressed all the delegates and giant personalities. He welcomed
academicians, scholars, participants by sharing the difficulties in conducting the
International Conference and received 550 papers which is a great and laborious
process in selecting the papers for Scopus under the guidance of principal sir.
Dr.S.Srinivas, HOD of ECE, Organizing Secretary representing ICSCSP
welcomed all the delegates and participants. He shared about his research work
and his review on 35 research papers. He started this work a year back and told
the importance of Signal processing conducted by ECE Department.
Dr.Naveen Kumar , HOD of MBA, Organizing Secretary representing ICSBE
expressed that he was honored to take part with engineering departments and told
the importance of business excellence . He specially thanked Mr.Manoj Kumar
Singh for his support in scrutinizing the papers.
Mr.Aninda Bose, Senior Editor (Hard sciences publishing) Springer
Nature, Guest of honor, Keynote Speaker elaborated his speech on primary
person’s author. He expressed two points one is “More interactive more we are
going to learn”. Second one is “What you are going to take it how you are going
to take it”. He speaks about the basic research methods and number of
publishing per month. Also his speech elaborates on Springer and its features.
He also interacts with delegates and encourages them by giving gifts as a token
of appreciation in answering.
Dr.S.B.Gadgil, Scientist, Associate Director of Research Centre
Imarat(RCI).,Chief Guest of International Conference has appreciated in
conducting of three conferences on various domains have been organized at
once in MRCET. He speaks about a sensor which fly and generate the data
approximately daunting task and finally it was achieved RCI team. The seed of

this work was started by Late Dr.Abdul Kalam , the former president. He
changed the culture in research areas where Defence sector work on
conventional computing .The major endeavor is what he wants to do as a
Scientist is to emulate human mind. He said the delegates to utilize the platform
and gain knowledge.
Dr.Suresh Chandra Sathapathy, Professor, KIIT, Guest of Honor, He
expressed that he feels to be happy associated with MRCET from the
beginning of conference. He states that the interaction will be vibrant to
implement signal processing. He appreciated MRCET for the level of work
confidence and tremendous task done by the coordinators. He expressed about
Dr.V.S.K.Reddy , Principal MRCET who quotes “He never say do it but he
shows this is how I do it”.
Mr. Suhas kumbhar,Senior General Manager(Plant Head),Mahindra &
Mahindra Ltd. He appreciated about the three conferences held together. He
congratulate for the successful journey of the college. As an Indian everywhere
in all aspects, keeping footmark is a major task. He expressed Teaching and
Technology moves together .He said about the role of Mahindra & Mahindra
Company for AP & TS states is for the farm machine industries which plays
major role in agricultural sector.
Dr.S.U.Upendra Sastry,Nodal Officer,Hindu Mahavidyalaya,Guest of
Honor, mentioned MGRI is the first institution having the elevated status as
deemed university. He told that management should aim for customer
satisfaction and Strategies for aiming business excellence will help even in
academic institutions to meet the needs of students.
International Conference on Soft Computing and Signal Processing
(ICSCSP) has received around 600 papers all over the world. In that CSE
Department has received 140 papers and 75 have been scrutinized. On the day
of conference 65 have presented their papers at MRCET and remaining 10
presented through skype.
We had the most prestigious personalities as our Session Chair for the two days
International Conference who gave valuable suggestions to our Authors and
they are Dr.C.Suchismita, Professor, NIT Rourkela, Dr.M.Ramakrishna
Murty, Associate Professor ANITS, Vishakapatnam, Dr.N.Suresh
Kumar,Associate Professor
VIT,
Vellore,
Dr.Mohanasundaram
Ranganathan, Associate Professor VIT, Vellore, Dr.D.Sujatha,HOD of
CSE,MRCET, Dr.G.Sharada, HOD of IT,MRCET.

Dr.S.Shanthi and Dr.Chandrasekhar the coordinators of two days
International Conference who helped in organizing the event under the
esteemed guidance of Dr.D.Sujatha, HOD of CSE and Dr. Dr.G.Sharada,
HOD of IT.
At the end of two days International Conference Dr.D.Sujatha, HOD of CSE
and Dr. Dr.G.Sharada, HOD of IT appreciated all the coordinators, teaching
and non-teaching staff who directly and indirectly helped in the grand success
of the event.
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